Steel Mill Modelers Catalog includes items available for the steel mill modeler from large manufacturers to individual people and in all scale.

Have anything that you would like listed please send pictures, information about the product and contact information on how and where to purchase to Don Dunn at don_csx@hotmail.com
Z SCALE

Ndustrial By Carsten Lundsten  https://www.shapeways.com/shops/ndustrial

Z-scale 250t Teeming Ladle set, empty and loaded

$22.95

Note: This is an untested design developed on special request! ORDER AT OWN RISK! It is a Z-scale slightly simplified version of the 250 ton teeming ladle.
**N-scale quench locomotive (RIGHT-hand version or LEFT-hand Version)**  $35.36

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**
This is a bodyshell for a locomotive to fit the quench car. There are two versions available, depending if the quench tower is located to the right or the left of the coke ovens.

The model runs on a modified Kato/Tomix #11-103 power truck which must be trimmed down to fit the shell. I trimmed mine to be a snug fit.

In addition, the shell is designed for handrails from TrainCat (their N-scale walkway and handrails kit) and the shell features guide holes to assist drilling for the stanchions. The industrial stairs are from Gold Medal Models. Test fit the stairs before painting as the bottom may need trimming in order to stay above rail level.

The shell is designed for Micro-Trains 1015 couplers and there are guide holes for drilling. Be VERY careful when drilling and tapping the holes as the drill/tap will break through the front if drilled more than a few mm deep. Drill very carefully and stop immediately if you see signs of it breaking through.

Lastly, it is possible to install window glazing by cutting clear plastic to size and glue to the inside of the shell. In the end opposite the quench car is also a dual headlight that can be lit by a light source inside the shell.

**N-scale 250 ton Teeming Ladle, empty**
$23.65

250-ton teeming ladle. The ladle fits the Walthers Cornerstone Electric Furnace in size. The ladle shell comes with a refractory insert to represent a lined but empty ladle.

**N-scale 250 ton Teeming Ladle, loaded**
$22.14

250-ton teeming ladle. The ladle is a generic prototype that suits the Walthers Cornerstone Electric Furnace in size. The ladle shell comes with a refractory insert to represent a load. The ladle shell can be used without the insert to represent a ladle shell without refractory lining.
N-scale assessories for 250 ton Teeming Ladle

$22.22

The accessory set contains a crane J-hook assembly and a set of ladle stands.

The crane hook assembly comes with 2 different yokes. One yoke has 2 pulleys and fits the Walthers Cornerstone Overhead Crane. The other yoke has more realistic 2x4 pulleys to better resemble a heavy-duty crane.

The J-hooks also fit the 16 ft scrap bucket so your Electric Furnace can be a one-crane facility.

N-scale 250t Ladle Transfer Trolley

$19.37

Non-operational model of a generic prototype ladle transfer trolley for the 250-ton teeming ladle. The trolley is designed for a broad gauge track. Track gauge is 32mm (1 1/4"). The trolley is used to move ladles inside a building.

N-scale 250t Ladle Transfer Car

$26.89

Non-operational model of a generic prototype ladle transfer car for the 250-ton teeming ladle. The transfer car is designed for a broad gauge track. Track gauge is 32mm (1 1/4"). The transfer car is used to transfer loaded and empty ladles between buildings.

250-ton Ladle Transfer Car shown with ladle (not included) and Walthers Cornerstone Electric Furnace as a background for size reference.

N-scale 16 ft Scrap Bucket

$21.94

Scrap bucket for use with the 250-ton ladle series. The scrap bucket is a generic prototype and fits the crane hook assembly in the 250 ton ladle accessory set. It is a great addition to an Electric Arc Furnace e.g. the Walthers Electric Furnace or similar. The scrap bucket can be assembled as closed or open.
**N-scale Quench Car**

$35.19

Quench car for the coke works. This model is a generic prototype that will fit many smaller coke plants. The car features a non-symmetrical car frame inspired by a quench car at a Pennsylvania coke plant.

The model requires the addition of trucks (BLMA 70-ton or friction bearing trucks) and of couplers (Micro-Trains #1015). The model features a guide hole for drilling the hole for the coupler. Ladders could be added to the car ends.

The car will need additional weight if it is to be operated. Weight can be hidden under a load of coke, or it is possible to hide it over the car frame.

**N scale coke larry car**

$35.87

Please note: This model is marked as "first to try" entirely due to previous Shapeways printer issues which makes it statistically fall below the 80% print success mark. The model is NOT untested and Shapeways have even confirmed that the design is healthy.

This is a non-operational larry car compatible with the Walthers Coke Ovens kit. The model will require the modeler to add windows, stairs and handrails.

The larry car is designed for handrails from TrainCat (their N-scale walkway and handrails kit) and the deck features guide holes to assist drilling for the stanchions. The industrial stairs are from Gold Medal Models.

The larry car is designed with 3 coal hoppers to more prototypically fit the 3 charging wells on the Walthers ovens, despite the coal tower only featuring 2 chutes to load the larry car (which is not visible from normal viewing angles anyway).

**N scale 36' riveted BSX covered coil car**

$28.54

This car is based on photos from USX Fairfield Works. The model needs Micro Trains Buckeye trucks and a set of 1015 couplers for body mount. The model also needs weight which can be put inside. As the car always runs with its cover there are no interior details.
N-scale Door And Guide Car

$33.96

Door and guide cars designed to fit the Walthers Coke Ovens kit. The model is non-operational.

The Door and Guide cars are designed to fit both the narrow and the wide bench, depending on how the oven structure faces. If placed on the narrow bench the coke guide is a bit long and is designed to be (CAREFULLY) trimmed shorter towards the ovens..

4 N scale coke car side extensions for W&LE hopper

$18.07

These parts raise the sides of the Trainworx quad hopper to improve loading capacity in coke traffic. The Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad modified a number of ex. D&RGW and UP cars this way. These cars are supposedly now sold to the Norfolk Southern.

The extension simply glues on top of the hopper car body. After gluing the extension to the top of the hopper cut/file away the taps and sprues that help locate the extension or leave them in place as support for a coke load. The extension is shown upside down in the rendering.

The set contains extensions for 4 cars.

Available through CMR Products  https://www.cmrproducts.com/

N scale SD38
$25.00

EMD Built 63 SD38’s for North American use. Of those only 12 were built with Dynamic Breaks (BLE 3, EJE 6, MCR 3).

Recommended Chassis:
Kato SD40. Other chassis may work with modification.

What is included:
N Scale SD38AC Locomotive Shell. Glass, handrails and other details are provide by you and not part of this sale.
N scale SD18 Chop Nose w/ DB Locomotive Shell
$25.00

EMD SD18 Chop Nose w/ DB Locomotive Shell
EMD built 47 locomotives for North American use. Of those, only B&LE and C&O Purchases were Low Nose models with dynamic brakes. These locomotives saw secondary service on other railroads including leasing companies, EJ&E, IAIS and others.

**Recommended Chassis:**
Atlas SD24, other chassis like SD7/9 can also be used but may require modification.

**What is included:**
EMD SD18 Chop Nose w/ DB Locomotive Shell
Glass, handrails and other details are provide by you and not part of this sale.
**H0-scale Coker (RIGHT-hand or LEFT-hand version )**

$40.00

This is a body shell for a locomotive to match a quench car, for example, the Walthers quench car. The model is designed to be a static model but it may be possible to power it using an NWSL 6’6 wheelbase power truck.

There are two versions available, depending if the quench tower is located to the right or the left of the coke ovens. This version is for the quench tower to be located to the LEFT when looking at the coke side of the ovens.

The model is offered both in the White Strong & Flexible material (or Black Strong & Flexible if you prefer) and in Frosted Ultra Detail. The WSF/BSF is the more cost-effective material though with a slightly rough surface. The FUD surface is smoother but the shell needs cleaned from residue before painting.

The shell is designed for the modeler to add handrails, grab irons and a ladder. There are pilot holes for the main grab irons (along the ladder) and for a stanchion of the handrails. Additional holes will depend on the chosen type of handrails.

The shell is designed for Kadee #148 couplers in a #242 pocket and there are guide holes for drilling. Be VERY careful when drilling and tapping the holes as the drill/tap will break through the front if drilled more than a few mm deep. Drill very carefully and stop immediately if you see signs of it breaking through.

Lastly, it is possible to install window glazing by cutting clear plastic to size and glue to the inside of the shell. In the end opposite the quench car is also a headlight that can be lit by a light source inside the shell.

---

**FireCat Designs**  http://www.firecatdesigns.com/home.html

**HO scale 300 Ton Molten Steel bottle car**

$60.00

Completely 3D printed in high detail resin. Contact FireCat Designs for more information.  
dunstan.fandel@gmail.com
Available through CMR Products [https://www.cmrproducts.com/](https://www.cmrproducts.com/)

**HO Scale EMD Rebuild DRS 6-6-1500m**
$35.00

HO Scale EMD Rebuild DRS 6-6-1500m "Buffalo" High Hood. Will work for the 4 axle AS16M as well.
The DRS 6-6-1500M High Hood was owned by CNW and briefly by Union Railroad. Union later chopped the short hood for better visibility.
AS16M was owned by Norfolk Western and CNW.

**Recommended Chassis:**
Bowser AS616 for 6 axle version
Bowser AS16 for 4 axle version

**What is included:**
This is an undecorated HO Scale Polyurethane Engine Shell, EMD Rebuild DRS 6-6-1500m "Buffalo" High Hood
/ AS16M / AS616M.
Your handrails, cab glass, and what other details are provide by you and not part of this sale

**HO Scale SW10 Rebuild**
$30.00

HO Scale Union Pacific SW10 Rebuild

**Recommended Chassis:**
Broadway Limited Imports SW7, Kato NW2 and Life Like Proto 2000 SW8-9 Sill/chassis without modifications

**What is included:**
This is an undecorated HO Scale Polyurethane Engine Shell, UP SW10 Rebuild, with two (2) cast fans. Your handrails, cab glass, sill, chassis and what other details are provide by you and not part of this sale.

**HO Scale Alco T-6 Locomotive Shell**
$35.00

HO Scale Alco T-6 Locomotive Shell

**Recommended Chassis:**
P2K S-3 chassis

**What is included:**
This is an undecorated HO Scale Polyurethane Engine Shell, Alco T-6.
Your handrails, cab glass, and what other details are provide by you and not part of this sale

**HO Scale EMD SD18 Locomotive Shell**
Shells are available with or with dynamic brakes.
$35.00

**Resin kit for sale:**

HO Scale EMD SD18 Low Nose

**Recommended Chassis:**
Atlas SD24 Chassis

**What is included:**
This is an undecorated HO Scale Polyurethane Engine Shell, EMD SD18 Low Nose with or with dynamic brakes. Your handrails, cab glass, and what other details are provide by you and not part of this sale.
Send check, cash or money order (sorry, no credit cards or PayPal) to:

Doug Geiger
701 South Terry Street
Longmont, CO  80501

Dual Pot Slag Car

The kit includes:

Kit with instructions:  $14.95
Kit without instructions:  $9.95

Shipping to US addresses only:
1-3 kits = $5.50, 4-8 kits = $8.50,
9 or more kits = $12.50

The kit does not include: Walthers HO-scale slag cars, (two kits are needed) or couplers.

Slag Loads

Loads fit the Walthers HO-scale slag cars
Unpainted loads:  3 for $5 or $2 each
Painted loads:  3 for $10 or $4 each

Shipping to US addresses only:
1-30 loads = $5.95,
31-100 loads = $12.65
(inquire for foreign shipping)
Ladle Loads - 1

Loads that fit the State Tool & Die HO-scale Pollock Hot Metal ladle cars (car not included)
Unpainted loads: 3 for $5 or $2 each
Painted loads: 3 for $10 or $4 each

Shipping to US addresses only:
1-3 loads = $5.95,
31-100 loads = $12.65
(inquire for foreign shipping)

Ladle Loads - 2

Loads that fit the State Tool & Die HO-scale 3-in-1 Open Top Hot Metal ladle cars (car not included)
Unpainted loads: 3 for $5 or $2 each
Painted loads: 3 for $10 or $4 each

The kit includes:
- Ladle Loads - 1
- Four-Truck Bottle Car

The kit does not include:
- Walthers HO-scale bottle car, trucks, Plano photoetch parts

Kit with instructions: $19.95
Kit without instructions: $14.95

Shipping to US addresses only:
1-3 kits = $5.50, 4-8 kits = $8.50, 9 or more kits = $12.50

Specify either:
- a riveted car
- a welded car
when ordering
Flexible Steel Sheet Pilings

HO-scale: 4-3/8 inches long by 1-5/8 high
Each segment: $6.95 each
Great for waterfront applications

Shipping to US addresses only:
1-30 loads = $5.95,
31-100 loads = $12.65
(inquire for foreign shipping)

Translucent Wall Panels

Made to replace one row of the corrugated metal siding from the HO-scale Walthers Rolling Mill
Three segments needed for one wall
Each segment: $3 each
3 segments: $7.95

Shipping to US addresses only:
1-30 loads = $5.95,
31-100 loads = $12.65
(inquire for foreign shipping)
Mud Gun

Kit with instructions:  $12.95
Shipping to US addresses only:
1-3 kits = $7.50, 4-8 kits = $10.50,
9 or more kits = $15.50
(inquire for foreign shipping)

Tap Hole Drill

Kit with instructions:  $12.95
Shipping to US addresses only:
1-3 kits = $7.50, 4-8 kits = $10.50,
9 or more kits = $15.50
(inquire for foreign shipping)
The kit Includes

Kit with instructions: $12.95

Shipping to US addresses only:
1-3 kits = $7.50, 4-8 kits = $10.50,
9 or more kits = $15.50
(inquire for foreign shipping)
New Products

The Schuylkill Ironworks is offering several steel mill cars for purchase, and they are made exclusively for us by Funaro and Camerlengo. The first car is a Treadwell slag car for $29.00. Next are three versions of the Pacific Car and Foundry flat car, the riveted deck, the rail deck and the I beam deck cars, and they are $24 each. Mix and match for shipping, one to three cars for $7.12 and four to ten cars for $9.50. You can paypal us at eacraig@gmail.com or send a check to: Eric Craig, PO Box 3678, Reading PA 19606
Kit #1000
Treadwell Slag Car with ONE PIECE Resin Trucks Less Wheels

Kit # 2000 Pacific Car & Foundry Shielded Deck Flatcar Trucks Less Wheels

Schuylkill Iron Works
PO Box 3678
Reading, PA 19606

HO Scale Resin Kit MADE IN U.S.A.
CMA-101 | ROUND COIL CAR HOODS
Available in 2 pack or 6 pack.
2 Pack $3.79
6 Pack $9.95

CMA-201 | CORRUGATED COIL CAR HOODS
Available in 2 pack or 6 pack.
2 Pack $4.29
6 Pack $11.96

CMA-151 | UNIVERSAL COIL CRADLE
Available in single pack or 3 pack.
1 Pack $2.95
3 Pack $7.50

CMA-161 | GE52 COIL CRADLE
Available only in single pack.
$2.95
CMA-720 | POLLACK-75 TON KLING HOT METAL CAR (PLASTIC)
Available only in single pack.
Kit includes Kadee Couplers
$19.20

CMA-725 | 3 IN 1 OPEN TOP HOT METAL CAR
Available only in single pack
Kit includes Kadee Couplers
$22.95

CMA-740 | SPACER CAR
Available only in single pack
Kit includes Kadee Couplers
$12.95

CMA-710 | BASIC 200 TON - 4 TRUCK BOTTLE CAR
Available only in single pack
$49.95
CMA-737 | LARGE BOTTOM POUR INGOT CAR WITH MOLDS

Available in only in 2 pack.

Kit includes Kadee Couplers

$27.95

CMA-736 | SMALL BOTTOM POUR INGOT CAR WITH MOLDS

Available only in 2 pack.

Kit includes Kadee Couplers

$25.95

CMA-785 | STEEL SLABS

Available in Cold, Hot, or Rusty Option

*Note: Universal Mill Car not included*

Available only in 10 pack.

$4.00

CMA-760 | KLING LADLE KIT

Available only in single pack

$6.95
CMA-770 | KIT BASH SERIES MILL GONDOLA
Available in Single pack or 3 pack.
Kit includes Kadee Couplers
1 Pack $10.50
3 Pack $27.90

CMA-775 | 3 IN 1: DFG MILL GONDOLA KIT
Available only in 3 pack.
Kit includes Kadee Couplers
$26.90

CMA-780 | UNIVERSAL MILL CAR
Available in Single pack or 3 pack.
Kit includes Kadee Couplers
1 Pack $9.95
3 Pack $26.90

CMA-735 | LARGE INGOT MOLD CAR
Available only in 3 pack
Kit includes Kadee Couplers
$22.95
CMA-786 | 11+ TON INGOT MOLD WITH STOOL
Available only in 6 pack.
$5.95

CMA-787 | 11+ TON CORRUGATED INGOT MOLD WITH STOOL
Available only in 6 pack.
$5.95

CMA-788 | 11+ TON INGOT
Available in cold and hot styles.
Available only in 6 pack.
$3.50

CMA-788 | 11+ TON INGOT
Available in cold and hot styles.
Available only in 6 pack.
$3.50
CMA-795 | INGOT TO FIT RIX #602 INGOT MOLDS
Available only in 24 pack.
$14.00

CMA-600 | UNIVERSAL DRAW BAR
Available only in 10 pack.
$3.00

LIMITED EDITION - BASIC 4 TRUCK BOTTLE CAR
$85.00
Built and painted by Aaron Dupont, tested and ready to run!

LIMITED EDITION - BASIC 4 TRUCK BOTTLE CAR
$95.00
Built and painted by Aaron Dupont, tested and ready to run!
Steel Mill Modelers Supply https://www.facebook.com/steelmodelerssupply/

To order, email SteelMillModelersSupply@outlook.com with a list and quantity of items you are looking to order, telephone number, and shipping address. I will email you back an invoice with a total including shipping. You may PayPal or I accept checks. Please specify if you intend on paying with a check.

Cold Blast Valve (Open).

Precision engineered to work with Plastruct 3/8” elbow or 3/8” tubing and Grandt Line #5122 43” Cable Sheave (not included). Use with Ground Cable Control (available separately $2.50 pkg. of 3).

HO Scale. O and N available upon request

$3.50ea.

Transition Era Hot Blast Valve (closed).

For super detailing the Walthers Blast Furnace, or build your own three pass stoves. Shown with Ground Cable Control ($2.50 / 3). Upper connection is for 3/4” tubing to simulate the hot blast line to the furnace.

HO Scale. O and N available upon request.

$18.50

Thomas Coke Works Bleeder Stack base.

Use Evergreen 1/2” tubing to complete stack, then add Tichy caged ladders to complete. Comes with adapter for 1/2” down comer pipe from Coke Battery. As well as auxiliary pipe bosses near base.

HO Scale. O and N scales upon request.

$36.00 / set.
Kinney M1963 Gas Burner for use with blast furnace stoves.

Suitable for late transition era through modern era for the look of an older blast furnace. Fresh air duct top supplied separate so you can determine height as appropriate for your prototype example or freelance. Uses Evergreen 3/8 styrene tubing. Appropriately sized 3/8 gas supply receives Evergreen or Plastruct tubing.

Gas burner and control valve both use 0.039 brass rod to simulate the gas burner is off or heating, and valve is open or closed. Use your favorite brake wheels to finish off the mania controls.

O Scale upon request.
HO scale: $21.50
N scale: 19.00
These unique types of rolling stock are important staples in steel mill service. The hot metal car transports molten steel between refining processes. These new Standard O models are built of tough die-cast metal and ride on newly designed die-cast metal sprung trucks specific to each prototype. Cars include a realistic hot metal load.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
- Hidden uncoupling tab
- Flickering hot metal load
- Manually rotating hot metal drum
- Die-cast metal frame and hot metal drum

STANDARD O ROLLING STOCK FEATURES:
- Scale proportions
- Separately applied detail parts
- Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
- Authentic paint schemes
- Perfectly matched to Lionel Standard O locomotives

Road Names Available
- BETHLEHAM STEEL #8 $69.99
- YOUNGSTOWN SHEET & TUBE #11 $69.99

HOT METAL CAR 2-PACK

Road Names Available
- Undecorated $199.99
- Weathered $199.99
- U.S. STEEL $199.99
- BETHLEHAM STEEL $199.99

HOT METAL CAR 3-PACK

Road Names Available
- REPUBLIC STEEL $179.99
- U.S. STEEL $189.99
- JONES & LAUGHLIN $189.99
- BETHLEHAM STEEL $179.99
- YOUNGSTOWN SHEET & TUBE $179.99
These unique types of rolling stock are important staples in steel mill service. The slag car takes red hot waste by-product to be dumped from its bucket into the slag pit. This new Standard O model is built of tough die-cast metal and ride on newly designed die-cast metal sprung trucks specific to each prototype. Cars include a realistic, flickering slag load.

### ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
- Hidden uncoupling tab
- Flickering slag load
- Manually rotating slag bucket
- Die-cast metal frame and slag bucket

### STANDARD O ROLLING STOCK FEATURES:
- Scale proportions
- Separately applied detail parts
- Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
- Authentic paint schemes
- Perfectly matched to Lionel Standard O locomotives

### Road Names Available
- BETHLEHAM STEEL #4 $59.99
- YOUNGSTOWN SHEET & TUBE #11 $59.99
Leaving a plume of smoke and signaling with a melodic "hoot!" from its whistle, the workhorse dockside switcher signals its approach hauling a red-hot cargo straight from the blast furnace. This all-new set offers a classic unit train from the steel industry. Both the cars and the locomotive are marked with logos of the famous western Pennsylvania steel company, Jones & Laughlin, once one of the largest in the U.S. Both the locomotive and cars are built almost entirely of die-cast metal. Each car even includes a realistic, flickering slag load.

**LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES**
- Transformer controlled forward, neutral and reverse operation
- Operating steam whistle
- Powerful maintenance-free motor with momentum flywheel
- Traction tires
- Puffing smoke unit
- Die-cast metal locomotive body and frame
- Engineer and fireman figures

SET INCLUDES: 0-6-0 dockside switcher steam locomotive, three slag cars

**SLAG CAR FEATURES:**
- Die-cast metal sprung trucks
- Die-cast metal operating couplers with hidden uncoupling tab
- Flickering slag load
- Manually rotating slag bucket
- Die-cast metal frame and slag bucket
- Separately applied metal details
- Individually boxed
This well-detailed Hot Metal Car features a flickering hot molten load inside the car's barrel that realistically simulates a freshly loaded batch of molten metal from the foundry. The car operates on any O gauge track system powered by any AC or DC transformer.

**ADDITIONAL FEATURES:**
- Intricately Detailed Durable ABS Body
- Metal Wheels and Axles
- Die-Cast 4-Wheel Trucks
- Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers
- Colorful, Attractive Paint Schemes
- Fast-Angle Wheel Sets
- Needle-Point Axles
- 1:48 Scale Dimensions
- Separate Metal Handrails
- Flickering Molten Load Inside Barrel
- Operates With Any AC or DC Transformer

**Unit Measures:**
15 1/4" x 2 3/4" x 3 5/8"

**Operates On O-31 Curves**

**Road Names Available**

- BETHLEHAM STEEL $59.95
- U.S. STEEL $59.95
- CSX $49.95
- Pennsylvania $49.95
- Denver & Rio Grand $59.95
- American Steel $59.95
- Standard Steel $59.95
- Jones & Laughlin Steel $59.95
- ISCX $69.95
- INLX $69.95
- ALIquippa & Southern $69.95
- Jones & Laughlin Steel $69.95
- BALTIMORE IRON WORKS $69.95
- WEIRTON STEEL $69.95
- WHEELING STEEL $69.95

**HOT METAL CAR 3 Pack**

**Road Names Available**

- STL-Pittsburg Steelers $169.95
- NHL-Pittsburg Steelers $169.95
- Union Railroad $159.95
- ALIquippa & Southern $159.95
- Harley Davison $159.95
High quality, traditionally sized RailKing Freight Cars provide detailed bodies and colorful paint schemes for the O Gauge railroader.

**ADDITIONAL FEATURES:**
- Intricately Detailed Durable ABS Body
- Metal Wheels and Axles
- Die-Cast 4-Wheel Trucks
- Colorful, Attractive Paint Schemes
- Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers
- Fast-Angle Wheel Sets
- Needle-Point Axles
- 1:48 Scale Dimensions
- Unit Measures: 8 1/4” x 2 1/8” x 3 3/8”
- Operates On O-31 Curves

**Road Names Available**
- Chicago NorthWestern $54.95
- Boston & Maine $54.95
- Chessie $54.95
- Union Pacific $54.95
- INCO $44.95
- Treadworks $44.95
- Pennsylvania $44.95
- Western Maryland $44.95
- Erie Lackawanna $49.95
- Pittsburgh & Lake Erie $44.95
- Aliquippa & Southern $44.95
- Weirton Steel $44.95
- Mon Valley Works $44.95
- NFL - Pittsburgh Steelers $44.95
- Alliquippa Works $44.95
- Western Maryland $47.95
- Buffalo & Pittsburgh $47.95
- Pittsburg & Shawmut $47.95
- American Steel $49.95
- New York Central $49.95
- Santa Fe $49.95
- Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range $44.95
- Bessemer & Lake Erie $44.95

**Slag CAR 3 Pack**

**Road Names Available**
- Undecorated $99.95
- Pittsburgh $129.99
- Chicago & North Western $129.99
- Armco Steel $129.99
- AK Steel $129.99
- Milwaukee Road $129.99
This car set consists of two cars for cast steel. Both cars have their own lettering and are weathered. Large quantities of molten metal have to be transported in the steel industry all the time. Heavy four-axle cars with ladle containers such as this car and similar industrial designs were developed for this purpose. This LGB model reproduces a molten metal ladle car such as those used by many firms. The unloading of the molten metal is done by turning the ladle container in the middle of the car. Length over the buffers approximately 64 cm / 25-3/16".
MULTIPLE SCALES

Available through CMR Products https://www.cmrproducts.com/

Bessemer and Lake Erie Caboose

This set contains various logos and numbers to complete multiple cabooses.

O $15.00
HO $7.00
N $4.00
Z $4.00

Bessemer and Lake Erie Locomotive

This set contains various logos and numbers to complete multiple locomotives.

O $15.00
HO $7.00
N $4.00
Z $4.00

Bessemer and Lake Erie Locomotive Decals

Conneaut Drone Service

This set contains various logos and numbers to complete multiple locomotives in the Yellow with black logo scheme.

O $15.00
HO $7.00
N $4.00
Z $4.00

Bessemer & Lake Erie Bicentennial

This decal set includes lettering, data, and emblems to model either B&LE’s Bicentennial Painted SD18 #853 or the Bicentennial Hopper Car #65000.

O $18.00
HO $8.00
N $6.00
Z $5.00
Union Railroad DRS-6-6-1500m “Buffalo”.

Set includes logos and lettering as seen in various eras on the rebuilt DRS-6-6-1500m “Buffalo’s” operated by the Union Railroad. The set will be available in HO and N Scales. O and Z Scale are available as print on demand. Other scales are available by special request.

O $15.00
HO $7.00
N $4.00
Z $4.00

ArcelorMittal SW10s - Old Gray and Yellow Paint

Set includes sill stripes, lettering, and numbers to model one of ArcelorMittal’s Gray and Yellow SW10s.

O $18.00
HO $9.00
N $6.00
Z $5.00

ArcelorMittal SW10s - New Orange and Gray Paint

ArcelorMittal SW10s - New Orange and Gray Paint Scheme Set includes sill stripes, lettering, and numbers to model one of ArcelorMittal’s Orange and Gray SW10s.

O $18.00
HO $9.00
N $6.00
Z $5.00

Brandywine Valley Orange & Blue paint

Set includes stripes, lettering, and numbers to model one Brandywine Valley switcher in the original blue and orange paint scheme.

O $18.00
HO $9.00
N $6.00
Z $5.00

Cleveland Works “The Crow” Switchers

Included in this Decal Set - Enough decals to complete one (1) locomotive, the Cleveland Works “The Crow” Switchers.

O $21.00
HO $11.00
N $8.00
Z $6.00

Upper Merion & Plymouth / Brandywine Valley New Paint

Set includes stripes, lettering, and numbers to model one Upper Merion & Plymouth (BVRY) switcher or slug in the new, brighter blue and orange scheme.

O $18.00
HO $9.00
N $6.00
Z $5.00
**USS Granite City Works Locomotive**

Set includes stripes, lettering, and numbers to model one of US Steel's Granite City Works' red and yellow switchers.

- O $15.00
- HO $7.00
- N $4.00
- Z $4.00

**USS Lorain Tubular SW10**

Set includes stripes, lettering, and numbers to model one of US Steel's Lorain Tubular Manufacturing SW10s.

- O $15.00
- HO $7.00
- N $4.00
- Z $4.00

**USS Lorain / Fairless Works Blue and Yellow Switcher**

Set contains stripes, lettering, and numbers to model one of US Steel's Blue and Yellow switchers lettered for Lorain Works or Fairless Works.

- O $18.00
- HO $9.00
- N $6.00
- Z $5.00

**Bessemer & Lake Erie Bicentennial**

This decal set includes lettering, data, and emblems to model either B&LE's Bicentennial Painted SD18 #853 or the Bicentennial Hopper Car #65000.

- O $18.00
- HO $8.00
- N $6.00
- Z $5.00

**USS Lorain / Fairless Works Blue and Yellow Switcher**

Set contains stripes, lettering, and numbers to model one of US Steel's Blue and Yellow switchers lettered for Lorain Works or Fairless Works.

- O $18.00
- HO $9.00
- N $6.00
- Z $5.00
Sponsors, Advertisements, Manufactures

State Tool & Die
4780 Briar Road | Cleveland, OH 44135 | T: 216-267-6030

Shop our entire inventory of HO scale cars and accessories at www.statetoolanddie.com
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MTH
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Lionel

---

CMR Products, Inc.

- Locomotive Shells
- Shortline & Steel Mill Decals
- Custom Decal Printing
- And more....

Photo courtesy of JimDPrice

For more information, visit our website:
www.CMRProducts.com
814.688.3754

---

Mercer Junction Train Shoppe

151 North Diamond Street
Mercer, PA 16137

David Minarik Owner
724.662.1110
MercerJunction.com
MercerJunction@hotmail.com